Let Pr be a representation system of the non-isomorphic finite posets, and let H(P, Q) be the set of order homomorphisms from P to Q. For finite posets R and S, we write R G S iff, for every P ∈ Pr, a one-to-one mapping ρP : H(P, R) → H(P, S) exists which fulfills a certain regularity condition. It is shown that R G S is equivalent to #S(P, R) ≤ #S(P, S) for every finite posets P , where S(P, Q) is the set of strict order homomorphisms from P to Q. In consequence, #S(P, R) = #S(P, S) holds for every finite posets P iff R and S are isomorphic. A sufficient condition is derived for R G S which needs the inspection of a finite number of posets only. Additionally, a method is developed which facilitates for posets P +Q (direct sum) the construction of posets T with P + Q G A + T , where A is a convex subposet of P .
Introduction
Garret Birkhoff [2, 3] published two articles in 1937 and 1942 in which he introduced for posets P and Q their direct sum P + Q, their product P × Q, and the homomorphism set H(P, Q), together with their (later on) usual partial order relations. His purpose was to unify ordinal and cardinal arithmetic, but doing so, he opened the rich field of "order arithmetic". For surveys, see Jónsson [15] from 1982, Duffus [8] from 1984, and McKenzie [22] from 2003.
The operations introduced by Birkhoff were extended by Day [7] to more general relations in 1945. As an important step, Hashimoto [13, 14] proved in 1948 and 1951 , that two product representations of a connected poset have always a common refinement. Lovász [18] showed in 1967, that there is an in-depth connection between the structure of posets and the cardinalities of homomorphism sets related to them. He applied the result in showing a cancellation rule for the product of finite posets: P × R P × S ⇒ R S, and extended in [19] his result to more general structures in 1971. (Here and for the rest of the overview, all posets are non-empty.)
Birkhoff [3] conjectured already in 1942, that H(P, R) H(P, S) implies R S for finite posets P, R, and S. This so-called "cancellation problem", moved into focus at the end of the seventies. Progress was made for many cases. For a chain P , the cancellation rule was proven by Bergman et al. [1] in 1977. In 1978, Duffus et al. [9] worked with R being a lattice, and in 1980, Wille [23] contributed to this topic as well. For finite connected posets P and Q, Duffus and Wille [11] showed in 1979 that H(P, P ) H(Q, Q) implies P Q.
Duffus and Rival [10] proved in 1978 a "logarithmic property", which transfers certain cancellation problems for homomorphism sets to cancellation problems for products of posets. Duffus [8] developed this approach further in 1984.
In 1982, Jónsson [15] published an overview over the arithmetic of ordered sets, providing a rich spectrum of results and aspects. In the same year, Jónsson [16] and Jónsson and McKenzie [17] presented several important results about order arithmetic and cancellation rules.
The starting signal for finally solving the problem was given by Farley [12] in 1996, with an article about the structure of the automorphism group of certain sets of homomorphisms. In 1999 and 2000, McKenzie [20, 21] proved that indeed H(P, R) H(P, S) implies R S for finite poests P, R, S. In 2003, McKenzie [22] published an additional paper about this subject, using a different approach. After this publication, the interest in homomorphism sets as such expired.
The present paper belongs to a series of articles [5, 6] which deal with homomorphism sets under the following aspect: What is it in the structure of finite posets R and S that results in #H(P, R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every finite poset P ?. An early contribution to this topic is provided by Lovász [18] who showed in 1967, that #H(P, R) = #H(P, S) for every finite poset P is equivalent to R S.
Let P denote the class of all finite posets, and let P r denote a representation system of the non-isomorphic posets in P. In a previous article [5] , the concepts of the Hom-scheme and the G-scheme have been introduced: given finite posets R and S, a Hom-scheme ρ from R to S assigns a mapping ρ P : H(P, R) → H(P, S) to every poset P ∈ P r . A Hom-scheme ρ is called a G-scheme iff, for every poset P ∈ P r and every ξ ∈ H(P, R), x ∈ P , the connectivity component K of the pre-image of ξ(x) with x ∈ K is identical with the connectivity component K of the pre-image of ρ P (ξ)(x) with x ∈ K . A G-scheme is thus a Hom-scheme which obeys a regularity condition in the way how it maps homomorphisms.
A Hom-scheme / G-scheme is called strong iff ρ P is one-to-one for every P ∈ P r . The existence of a strong Hom-scheme from R to S is thus equivalent to #H(P, R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every P ∈ P. However, the existence of a strong G-scheme has two aspects: the first one is #H(P, R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every poset P ∈ P, the second one is the regularity condition.
In this paper it is shown, that also the strong G-schemes can be characterized by a single relation between cardinalities of homomorphism sets: in Theorem 1 in Section 3.2, we prove that the existence of a strong G-scheme from R to S is equivalent to #S(P, R) ≤ #S(P, S) for all P ∈ P, where S(P, Q) is the set of strict homomorphisms from P to Q. In consequence, #S(P, R) = #S(P, S) holds for all finite posets P iff R and S are isomorphic (Corollary 3).
We write R G S iff a strong G-scheme exists from R to S. If we want to apply Theorem 1 in the proof of R G S for given posets R and S, we still have to work with the infinite number of posets P contained in P r . Building on Theorem 1, we achieve in Theorem 2 in Section 4 a sufficient condition for R G S which needs the inspection of a finite number of connected posets only. We apply it in two ways. In Section 5.1, we demonstrate on the basis of two examples that this theorem (if applicable) simplifies the proof of R G S considerably. Additionally, we present in Theorem 3 in Section 5.2 a method which facilitates for posets of the form P + Q (direct sum) the construction of posets T with P + Q G A + T , where A is a convex subposet of P . Moreover, if A is an antichain, there exists even a strong I-scheme from P + Q to A + T . (A strong I-scheme is a strong G-scheme fulfilling an additional regularity condition; strong I-schemes are treated in [5] .)
As mentioned above, this paper belongs to a series of articles [5, 6] dealing with the question, what it is in the structure of finite posets R and S that results in #H(P, R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every finite poset P . Besides the structural investigation, there is also a need for an efficient toolbox for checking if #H(P, R) ≤ #H(P, S) holds for every finite poset P or not, i.e., for checking if a strong Hom-scheme or even a strong G-scheme exists from R to S. (The necessary conditions in [5] and the calculation rules and cancellation rules in [6] contribute to this toolbox.) The recent paper works on both aspects. Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 belong to the structural work, whereas the application-oriented Theorems 2 and 3 are part of the toolbox.
Preparation

Basics and Notation
Let X be a set. A reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation ≤ ⊆ X×X is called a partial order relation, the pair P = (X, ≤) is called a partially ordered set or simply a poset, and X is called the carrier of P . As usual, we write x ≤ y for (x, y) ∈ ≤. For a poset P = (X, ≤), "x < y" means "x ≤ y and x = y". For a subset A ⊆ X, the poset induced on A is defined as P | A ≡ (A, ≤ ∩ (A×A)).
For a set X, the diagonal (relation) is defined as ∆ X ≡ {(x, x) | x ∈ X }, and (X, ∆ X ) is called an antichain. A chain is characterized by x ≤ y or y ≤ x for all x, y ∈ X; up to isomorphism, there is only one chain for every underlying set. For a finite set X of cardinality k ∈ N 0 , we write A k for the antichain on X, and C k for the chain on X (defined up to isomorphism).
For posets P 1 = (X 1 , ≤ 1 ) and P 2 = (X 2 , ≤ 2 ) with X 1 ∩ X 2 = ∅, their direct sum is the poset
, and their ordinal sum is the poset
turned onto its back). Furthermore, N and W are the posets with N-and W-shaped diagram, respectively, and N (2) ≡ A 2 ⊕ A 2 is the dubble-N. The diagrams of A 2 , C 3 , Λ 3 , V 3 , N, W , and N (2) are shown in Figure 1 . Given posets P = (X, ≤ P ) and Q = (Y, ≤ Q ), their product P ×Q ≡ (X×Y, ≤ P ×Q ) on X×Y is defined by (x 1 , y 1 ) ≤ P ×Q (x 2 , y 2 ) iff x 1 ≤ P x 2 and y 1 ≤ Q y 2 . We write P k for P × . . . ×P with k factors P . A binary word is an element of (C 2 ) k with 0 < 1 as carrier of C 2 . For posets P = (X, ≤ P ), Q = (Y, ≤ Q ), a mapping ξ : X → Y is called a homomorphism, iff ξ(x) ≤ Q ξ(y) holds for all x, y ∈ X with x ≤ P y. A homomorphism ξ is called strict iff it fulfills additionally x < P y ⇒ ξ(x) < Q ξ(y) 50 Figure 1 : The posets A 2 , C 3 , Λ 3 , V 3 , N, W and N (2) .
for all x, y ∈ X, and it is called an embedding iff ξ(x) ≤ Q ξ(y) ⇒ x ≤ P y for all x, y ∈ X. Finally, an embedding is called an isomorphism iff it is onto. P Q indicates isomorphism. For posets P and Q, we use the following symbols for homomorphism sets:
o (P, Q) ≡ {ξ ∈ H(P, Q) | ξ is strict and onto } ,
We equip H(P, Q) with the ordinary pointwise partial order: for ξ, ζ ∈ H(P, Q),
P is the class of all finite posets, and the set P r is a representation system of the non-isomorphic posets in P.
We apply the terminology of homomorphisms also to relations which are not partial orders: for given sets X and Y and binary relations R ⊆ X × X, S ⊆ Y × Y , we call a mapping f : X → Y a homomorphism iff (x, y) ∈ R implies (f (x), f (y)) ∈ S for all x, y ∈ X, and we call a homomorphism strict, iff additionally f (x) = f (y) holds for all (x, y) ∈ R with x = y.
Let X be a set and R ⊆ X×X a binary relation on X. With R denoting the set of all transitive relations S ⊆ X×X with R ⊆ S, the transitive hull T ≡ ∩R of R is the (set-theoretically) smallest transitive relation on X containing R. If R is reflexive, then also its transitive hull is reflexive; however, antisymmetry of R is in general not preserved. xT y is equivalent to the existence of z 0 , . . . , z L ∈ X, L ∈ N, with x = z 0 , y = z L and z −1 Rz for all 1 ≤ ≤ L.
In order to avoid repetitions, we agree on that X is always the carrier of the poset P , and that Y is always the carrier of the poset Q. For a poset P , we use the notation x ∈ P instead of x ∈ X, and for posets P and Q, we write ξ : P → Q instead of ξ : X → Y for a homomorphism ξ ∈ H(P, Q).
In Section 5.1, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Let P, Q ∈ P and let ξ ∈ H(P, Q) be a bijective homomorphism. Then #(≤ P ) ≤ #(≤ Q ) with equality iff ξ is an isomorphism.
Proof. We define the mapping φ : ≤ P →≤ Q by (x, y) → (ξ(x), ξ(y)). It is oneto-one, and #(≤ R ) ≤ #(≤ S ) is proven. Furthermore:
From the rich concept of downsets and upsets, we need simple notation only. Given a poset P = (X, ≤), we define for
If required, we label the arrows with the relation they are referring to. A subset
Additionally, we use the following notation from set theory:
For sets X and Y , A(X, Y ) is the set of mappings from X to Y . id X ∈ A(X, X) is the identity mapping defined by x → x. Let f ∈ A(X, Y ) be a mapping. Our symbols for the pre-image of B ⊆ Y and of y ∈ Y are
Furthermore, for any set Z with f (X) ⊆ Z, we write f | Z for in f (X),Z • f , where in f (X),Z is the canonical inclusion from f (X) into Z. For a one-to-one mapping f ∈ A(X, Y ), the mapping f −1 ∈ A(f (X), X) is the inverse of f on f (X). Finally, we use the Cartesian product. Let I be a non-empty set, and let N i be a non-empty set for every i ∈ I. Then the Cartesian product of the sets N i , i ∈ I, is defined as
Connectivity
Definition 1. Let P ∈ P, A ⊆ P , and x, y ∈ A. We say that x and y are connected in A, iff there are
We call z 0 , . . . , z L a zigzag line connecting x and y. We define for all A ⊆ P , x ∈ A γ A (x) ≡ {y ∈ A | x and y are connected in A } .
The relation "connected in A" is an equivalence relation on A with partition
The sets γ P (x), x ∈ P , are called the connectivity components of P . Every poset is the direct sum of its connectivity components. A poset P ∈ P is connected iff γ P (x) = P for an x ∈ P (the choice of x ∈ P is arbitrary). We define
Größe 60% Figure 2 : Three pairs of posets R and S with R G S.
For a poset P with connectivity components
and similar for S(P, R).
For posets P and Q, P connected, the image ξ(P ) of P under a homomorphism ξ ∈ H(P, Q) is connected in Q; in particular, ξ(P ) is a subset of a single connectivity component of Q. In consequence, if P is a connected poset, then for all disjoint posets R and S
and similar for S(P, R + S) and Emb(P, R + S).
The following definition has already been used in earlier papers [4, 5, 6 ]:
Definition 2. Let P = (X, ≤) be a finite poset, let Y be a set, and let ξ ∈ A(X, Y ) be a mapping. We define for all
is thus the set of all points, x is connected with in ξ 1 (ξ(x)). As proven
Lemma 2 ([5, Lemma 1]). Let P, R, S ∈ P, let ξ ∈ H(P, R) and ζ ∈ H(P, S) be homomorphisms, and let
iff there are a, b ∈ G ζ (x) with a < b and ξ(a) < ξ(b).
3 Strong G-schemes
Recapitulation
In this section, we recall definitions and results contained in the previous papers [5, 6] about Hom-schemes.
Definition 3. Let R, S ∈ P. We call a mapping
a Hom-scheme from R to S. We call a Hom-scheme ρ from R to S
• strong iff the mapping ρ P : H(P, R) → H(P, S) is one-to-one for every P ∈ P r ;
• a G-scheme iff for every P ∈ P r , ξ ∈ H(P, R), x ∈ P
If P is fixed, we write ρ(ξ) instead of ρ P (ξ).
We write R S / R G S iff a strong Hom-scheme / a strong G-scheme exists from R to S. The relations and G define partial orders on P r [5, Theorems 2 and 3]. If a one-to-one homomorphism r : R → S exists, we get a (trivial) strong G-scheme from R to S by defining ρ P (ξ) ≡ r • ξ for all P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, R). Non-trivial examples for posets R and S with R G S are shown in the Figures 2, 5, and 8; more can be found in the Appendix of [5] . Postulating an additional regularity condition for the way, how a Hom-scheme maps the elements of H(P, R) to H(P, S), yields the concept of the I-scheme. An I-scheme is always a G-scheme; the structure theory of strong I-schemes is presented in [5] .
In the theory of strong G-schemes and strong I-schemes, the EV-systems play an important role:
Definition 4. Let P be a poset. The EV-system E(P ) of P is defined as
For a ∈ E(P ), we refer to the three components of a by a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 . We equip E(P ) with a relation: For all a, b ∈ E(P ) we define
and ≤ + ≡ < + ∪ ∆ E(P ) . Additionally, we define for every x ∈ P E(P ; x) = {a ∈ E(P ) | a 1 = x } . Figure 3 shows the EV-systems of the posets C 2 + C 2 , A 1 + Λ 3 , N , and C 3 + A 1 , and the EV-systems of C 3 and N (2) are shown in the Figures 6 and 7. In all these figures, the sets E(P ; x), x ∈ P , are encircled and labeled with x. For each point a in the diagrams, a 1 is thus given by this label, and we get a 2 and a 3 by looking at the labels of the end points of lines starting in a and going downwards and upwards, respectively.
A strict homomorphism : E(R) → E(S) induces a G-scheme from R to S [5, Proposition 2], and if fulfills some additional conditions, the G-scheme is strong [5, Proposition 3] . The relation ≤ + is reflexive and antisymmetric, but in general not transitive. The mapping E(P ) → P defined by a → a 1 is a strict homomorphism, and the mapping P → E(P ) with
x is an embedding. From the calculation rules for EV-systems presented in [6] , we need E(P + Q) = E(P ) + E(Q) only.
In order to develop the structure theory of strong Hom-schemes, we have defined for every P, Q ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, Q) a homomorphism α ξ : P → E(Q) in [5, Definition 5] . In the recent article, we will use these homomorphisms for strict homomorphisms ξ only; we can thus use the following restricted and simplified definition:
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Figure 3: The posets C 2 + C 2 , A 1 + Λ 3 , N , and C 3 + A 1 and their EV-systems. The points of the posets are labeled by binary words. In the EV-systems, the sets E(P ; x) with x ∈ P are encircled and labeled with the respective x.
Definition 5. Let P, Q ∈ P, and let ξ ∈ H(P, Q) be a strict homomorphism. We define for every
If P is fixed, we write α ξ (x) instead of α P,ξ (x).
According to [5, Lemma 3] , ξ ∈ S(P, Q) implies α ξ ∈ S(P, E(Q)).
Strong G-schemes and strict homomorphisms
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. Let R, S ∈ P. Equivalent are
The proof of (1) ⇒ (2) ⇔ (3) is simple. Assume that (1) holds. As stated in Section 2.2, a homomorphism ξ ∈ H(P, Q) is strict iff G ξ (x) = {x} for every x ∈ P . For a G-scheme ρ from R to S, we have G ρ(ξ) (x) = G ξ (x) for every P ∈ P r , ξ ∈ H(P, R), x ∈ P , thus ρ P (S(P, R)) ⊆ S(P, S) for every P ∈ P r , and (2) follows if ρ is strong.
(2) ⇒ (3) is trivial. Assume that (3) holds, and let P ∈ P with connectivity components Q 1 , . . . , Q L . Then
#S(Q , S) = #S(P, S).
It remains to prove (2) ⇒ (1). For this proof, we modify the well-known mathematical approach to let a mapping f : A → B factorize over the set
In this section, we let a homomorphism factorize over a refinement of the set of its pre-images, a refinement consisting of the connected sets G ξ (x):
Definition 6. Let P, Q ∈ P. We define for every ξ ∈ H(P, Q) the set
and the mappings
Additionally, we define a relation 0 on G(ξ) by setting for all a, b ∈ G(ξ)
is the transitive hull of 0 .
G(ξ) is a partition of X consisting of connected sets, and ι ξ is a well-defined mapping because ξ is constant on every c ∈ G(ξ): ξ(x) = ξ(y) for all x, y ∈ c. Obviously, ξ = ι ξ • π ξ for all ξ ∈ H(P, Q). Furthermore: Lemma 3. Let P, Q ∈ P and ξ ∈ H(P, Q), and let c 0 , . . . , c I ∈ G(ξ), I ∈ N,
Proof. c i−1 0 c i for every i ∈ I is equivalent to the existence of x 
, and we conclude that all inequalities in the chain above are in fact equations. ξ is thus constant on the connected set V , hence
which yields c i = V for every i ∈ I ∪ {0}. Corollary 1. Let P, Q ∈ P and ξ ∈ H(P, Q). Then is a partial order on G(ξ), π ξ : P → G(ξ) is a homomorphism, and ι ξ : G(ξ) → Q is a strict homomorphism.
Proof.
is a reflexive and transitive relation on G(ξ). We have to show that is antisymmetric.
Let a, b ∈ G(ξ) with a b and b a. There exist c 0 , . . . , c I , c I+1 , . . . , c I+J ∈ G(ξ)
Now it is trivial that π ξ is a homomorphism. The first statement about ι ξ in Lemma 3 tells us that ι ξ is a homomorphism, and the second one yields that it is a strict one.
Lemma 4. For every P, Q ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, Q), we define for every T ∈ P
Then, for R, S ∈ P, the relation R G S is equivalent to #Γ P,R (ξ) ≤ #Γ P,S (ξ) for all P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, R).
Proof. Let R, S ∈ P, P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, R), ζ ∈ H(P, S). Because G(ξ) and G(ζ) are both partitions of X, there is for every x ∈ X a unique a ∈ G(ξ) and a unique b ∈ G(ζ) with x ∈ a = G ξ (x) and
is thus equivalent to G ξ (x) = G ζ (x) for all x ∈ P . A G-scheme ρ from R to S maps thus Γ P,R (ξ) to Γ P,S (ξ) for every P ∈ P r , ξ ∈ H(P, R), and if it is strong, it does so one-to-one. On the other hand, #Γ P,R (ξ) ≤ #Γ P,S (ξ) for every P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, R), gives trivially raise to a strong G-scheme because for every P ∈ P r , the set {Γ P,R (ξ) | ξ ∈ H(P, R) } is a partition of H(P, R), and the set {Γ P,S (ξ) | ξ ∈ H(P, R) } is a collection of disjoint subsets of H(P, S).
Corollary 2. Let P, Q ∈ P and ξ ∈ H(P, Q). Then for every T ∈ P
and
Proof. Let ζ ∈ Γ P,T (ξ). According to Corollary 1, π ξ and π ζ are both elements of
, and (4) is shown, because x ∈ P was arbitrary. For ζ 1 , ζ 2 ∈ Γ P,T (ξ), Corollary 1 yields ι ζ1 , ι ζ2 ∈ S(G(ξ), T ). The conclusion
Lemma 5. For P, Q, T ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, Q), we have #Γ P,T (ξ) = #S(G(ξ), T ).
Proof. Let J ≡ {ι ζ | ζ ∈ Γ P,T (ξ) }. The last statement in Corollary 1 yields J ⊆ S(G(ξ), T ), and (5) delivers #Γ P,T (ξ) = #J . We conclude #Γ P,T (ξ) ≤ #S(G(ξ), T ).
we have ζ 1 , ζ 2 ∈ H(P, T ) because of π ξ ∈ H(P, G(ξ)) (Corollary 1).
Let i ∈ 2 be fixed. We want to show ζ i ∈ Γ P,T (ξ). For x ∈ P , the set G ξ (x) contains x and is connected in P , and the mapping ζ i is constant on π ξ (x) = G ξ (x). Therefore, G ξ (x) ⊆ G ζi (x). In the case of "⊂", Lemma 2 delivers a, b ∈ G ζi (x) with a < b and ξ(a) < ξ(b). But ξ(a) < ξ(b) means
, because x ∈ P was arbitrary.
We have ι ζ1 = σ 1 and ι ζ2 = σ 2 . Equivalence (5) yields ζ 1 = ζ 2 , and #S(G(ξ), T ) ≤ #Γ P,T (ξ) is shown. Now we can prove the implication (2) ⇒ (1) in Theorem 1. Let R, S ∈ P with #S(P, R) ≤ #S(P, S) for all P ∈ P. According to Lemma 4, we have to show #Γ P,R (ξ) ≤ #Γ P,S (ξ) for all P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, R). And that is easily done. Let P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P, R). Applying Lemma 5 with Q = T = R yields #Γ P,R (ξ) = #S(G(ξ), R), and using Lemma 5 with Q = R, T = S results in #Γ P,S (ξ) = #S(G(ξ), S). Because (2) delivers #S(G(ξ), R) ≤ #S(G(ξ), S), the inequality #Γ P,R (ξ) ≤ #Γ P,S (ξ) is shown.
In the Figures 5 and 8 in Section 5, pairs of posets R and S are shown with R G S. In all pairs, we have S = A + T with an antichain A and a connected poset T . The equivalence (1) ⇔ (3) in Theorem 1 sheds an interesting light on the roles of A and T in R G S. For all Q ∈ P c with #Q ≥ 2, #S(Q, R) ≤ #S(Q, A + T ) is equivalent to #S(Q, R) ≤ #S(Q, T ). It is thus T which bears the main burden of R G S, whereas the only role of A is to ensure #S(A 1 , R) ≤ #S(A 1 , S) by adding sufficiently many points.
As a first application of Theorem 1, we refine a result of Lovász [18] :
Corollary 3. Let R, S be finite posets. Then #S(P, R) = #S(P, S) for every P ∈ P ⇔ R S.
Proof. #S(P, R) = #S(P, S) for every P ∈ P means R G S and S G R according to Theorem 1. Because G is a partial order on P r , we get R S.
Furthermore, we simplify the conditions in [5, Proposition 3]:
Proposition 1. Let : E(R) → E(S) be a strict homomorphism between the EV-systems of the posets R, S ∈ P. For every poset P ∈ P c r and for every homomorphism ξ ∈ S(P, R), we define for every x ∈ P η P (ξ)(x) ≡ (α P,ξ (x)) 1 , Assume that (a) = (b) implies a 1 = b 1 for every a, b ∈ E(R). Assume additionally, that for every P ∈ P c r , ξ ∈ S(P, R), x ∈ P α P,η P (ξ) (x) ∈ (E(R)) ⇒ α P,η P (ξ) (x) ∈ (E(R; ξ(x))),
where Z + is a subset of the carrier Z of R with
for every v ∈ Z + , P ∈ P c r , ξ ∈ S(P, R).
Proof. As mentioned after Definition 4, the mapping E(S) → S with a → a 1 is a strict homomorphism. Because of α ξ ∈ S(P, E(R)) for every P ∈ P c r and every ξ ∈ S(P, R), η P is a well-defined mapping from S(P, R) to S(P, S) for every P ∈ P c r . Now equation (6) is proven exactly as in the proof of [5, Proposition 3] , and just as there we conclude that η P maps S(P, R) one-to-one to S(P, S) for every P ∈ P c r . Now apply Theorem 1.
A sufficient condition for R G S
We have seen in Theorem 1 that it is the relation between the cardinalities of the sets S(P, R) and S(P, S) over all P ∈ P which is crucial for the existence of a strong G-scheme from R to S. If we want to apply this result (or Proposition 1) in proving R G S, we are still dealing with an infinite number of posets P . Building on Theorem 1, we develop in this section a sufficient condition for R G S which needs the inspection of a finite set of posets only. As starting point, we recall a factorization and results due to Lovász [18] .
Definition 7. For all Q, P, T ∈ P, we define
For P, T ∈ P, the sets I Q (P, T ), Q ∈ E(T ), form a partition of S(P, T ) [18] :
If P is connected, then I Q (P, T ) = ∅ for every non-connected poset Q ∈ P, hence
Let P, T ∈ P. For every ξ ∈ S(P, T ), we have ξ ∈ I ξ(P ) (P, T ). Moreover, we can factorize ξ in the following way [18] . There exists a Q ∈ E(T ) with Q ξ(P ), a surjective strict homomorphism σ : P → Q, and an embedding : Q → T with ξ = • τ . Now we define an equivalence relation on S o (P, Q) by setting for all σ, σ ∈ S o (P, Q) 
{R, S}, and (#S(Q, T )) with
With S o r (P, Q) denoting a representation system of the partition of S o (P, Q) induced by this equivalence relation, we have for all P, T ∈ P for every Q ∈ E(T ) [18, Equation (7)]
Via Equation (8), Equation (9) is useful for the calculation of #S(P, T ) for not too complicated posets P and T , P connected. For those posets, it is easy to enumerate E c (T ) and to calculate #S o r (P, Q) and # Emb(Q, T ) for the posets Q ∈ E c (T ). Two examples are shown in Figure 4 in matrix notation. The next corollary is a direct consequence of (8), (9), and Theorem 1:
Using this corollary, it is easily seen that R G S holds for the posets in Figure 2(b) . Furthermore, we will use it in Section 5.2 for the construction of strong G-schemes between posets of a special type. In the recent section, the corollary is the starting point of a generalization.
We can regard Corollary 4 as a (trivial) example of a structured mapping of homomorphism sets. Let Q ∈ E c (R) and assume that there exists a Q ∈ E c (S) with a one-to-one mapping of S o (P, Q) into S o (P, Q ) (Q = Q in Corollary 4).
In the case of
# Aut(Q ) , Equation (10) yields the existence of a one-to-one mapping from I Q (P, R) to I Q (P, S).
The idea how to map homomorphism sets in a structured way is simple:
Definition 8. Let Q, Q ∈ P, and let τ ∈ S o (Q, Q ). We define for every P ∈ P c ,
We call τ distributing, iff the mapping S o (P, Q) → T τ (P, Q), ξ → τ • ξ, is one-to-one (i.e., bijective) for every P ∈ P c .
Let P, Q, Q ∈ P, σ ∈ S(P, Q), and τ ∈ S(Q, Q ). Then for all
Because σ is a strict homomorphism, we have σ(
Part (a) of the following lemma refers to this fact.
Lemma 6. Let Q, Q ∈ P and τ ∈ S o (Q, Q ) with α τ one-to-one.
(a) Assume, that for every 
Proof. (a) Let P ∈ P c , σ ∈ S o (P, Q), and x ∈ P . Because α τ (σ(x)) is the only a ∈ α τ (Q) with α τ •σ (x) 1 = a 1 , α τ •σ (x) 2 ⊆ a 2 , and α τ •σ (x) 3 ⊆ a 3 , we can identify α τ (σ(x)) by means of α τ •σ (x). In this way, we get a mapping
Because α τ is one-to-one, we have α
, and τ must be distributing.
(b) Let P ∈ P c , σ ∈ S o (P, Q), and x ∈ P . We know already
Because σ is onto, there exists a y ∈ P with a = α τ (σ(y)). In particular, we
and similarly α τ •σ (x) 3 = ∅. In the case #P > 1, there is a z ∈ P with x < z or z < x (P is connected), thus τ (σ(z)) ∈ τ (σ(↑
due to the strictness of τ • σ, in contradiction to
Furthermore, the case #P = 1 contradicts σ(y) = σ(x). Hence, α τ (σ(x)) is the only a ∈ α τ (Q) with
Using the definition of < + , it is easily seen, that the mapping φ τ in (12) is in fact a strict homomorphism. Definition 9. Let Q ∈ P r , and let Q 1 , . . . , Q L ∈ P r be a sequence of posets, L ∈ N 0 . We call a sequence of homomorphisms
(ii) for every P ∈ P c , the sets T τ (P, Q ), ∈ L, are pairwise disjoint.
An empty collection of homomorphisms τ ∈ S o (P, Q ) with ∈ ∅, i.e., with L = 0, is always a distributor. For every Q ∈ P r , there exists a trivial distributor from Q to Q: select L = 1, τ 1 ∈ Aut(Q). In the case of L ≥ 2, it is not required that the posets Q are pairwise different; for our purpose, the key are the sets T τ (P, Q ), and they are clearly "sufficiently different" due to Condition (ii). However, in the case of L ≥ 2, Condition (ii) enforces
Proof. Let τ ∈ S o (Q , Q ), ∈ L, be a distributor from Q 1 , . . . , Q L to Q . The sets T τ (P, Q ) are subsets of S o (P, Q ), and due to (ii) in Definition 9, they are pairwise disjoint. Because τ is distributing for every ∈ L, we conclude
In the conditions of the following theorem, the key are the distributors in (v). The mappings λ j in (ii) select the elements of E c (R) belonging to the distributor with index j, and Condition (iii) ensures that every element of E c (R) belongs to at least one distributor. The integers r(i) and q j (i) in (iii) and (iv) count, in how many distributors an element of E c (R) appears and how often it is repeated in the distributor with index j. Theorem 2. Let R, S ∈ P.
(i) Let the pairwise different posets Q 1 , . . . , Q I ∈ P c r form the set E c (R), and let the pairwise different posets Q 1 , . . . , Q J ∈ P c r form the set E c (S).
(ii) Let ν j ∈ N 0 for every j ∈ J, and define J * ≡ {j ∈ J | ν j ≥ 1 }. For every j ∈ J * , let λ j : ν j → I be a mapping.
(iii) Assume I = ∪ j∈J * λ j ν j , and define r(i) ≡ # j ∈ J * i ∈ λ j ν j for every i ∈ I.
for all j ∈ J * implies R G S.
Proof. R G S follows with Theorem 1, because for all P ∈ P c #S(P, R)
≤ #S(P, S).
Corollary 4 is a special case of this theorem: there we have J = I + K, K ∈ N 0 , Q j = Q j , ν j = 1, λ j = id 1 for all j ∈ I, ν j = 0 for all j ∈ J \ I, and all distributors are trivial.
Application
In Section 5.1, we show R G S for two pairs of posets R and S by means of Theorem 2. The reader will realize that both proofs are simple and follow a schematic pattern. In Section 5.2, we present in Theorem 3 a general method of how to construct a poset T for a poset P + Q, for which P + Q G P | A + T , where A is a convex subset of P . Compared with the difficult proofs for R S and R G S in [4, 5] , the Theorems 2 and 3 thus represent a step forward in the development of the efficient toolbox for checking R G S mentioned at the end of Section 1. However, there are cases of R G S in which these two theorems do not help, e.g., Construction (C7) in [5] . Top: τ 1 ∈ S o (V 3 , C 3 ) and α τ1 ∈ S(V 3 , E(C 3 )). Middle: τ 2 ∈ S o (Λ 3 , C 3 ) and α τ2 ∈ S(Λ 3 , E(C 3 )). Bottom: τ 3 ∈ S o (N, C 3 ) and α τ3 ∈ S(N, E(C 3 )).
Proving R G S by means of Theorem 2
Let R = N and S = A 1 + C 3 , as shown in Figure 5 (a). By means of Theorem 2, we want to show R G S. Looking at Figure 4 , we realize that for all
The respective trivial distributors thus fulfill (14) . It remains to construct a suitable distributor from V 3 , Λ 3 , N ∈ E c (R) to C 3 ∈ E c (S). In Figure 6 , homomorphisms
, and τ 3 ∈ S o (N, C 3 ) are shown together with their associated homomorphisms α τj , j ∈ 3. For every j ∈ 3, α τj is one-to-one and (11) is fulfilled. According to Lemma 6(b), the homomorphism τ j is thus distributing and fulfills the conditions in Lemma 6(a). In order to show Condition (ii) in Definition 9, we prove that, among the non-isolated points of E(C 3 ), the two outer ones in E(C 3 ; 0011) in Figure 6 are characteristic in the following sense: for all P ∈ P c and all
This implies that the sets T τ1 (P, V 3 ), T τ2 (P, Λ 3 ), and T τ3 (P, N ) are pairwise disjoint subsets of S o (P, C 3 ) for every P ∈ P c . Let P ∈ P c , σ 1 ∈ S o (P, V 3 ). Because τ 1 fulfills the conditions of Lemma 6(a), there is no x ∈ P with α τ1•σ1 (x) = (0011, ∅, {0111}) (look at Figure 6 ). There exists an x ∈ P with σ 1 (x) = 011. Because 011 is maximal in V 3 and σ 1 and τ 1 are strict, there is no z ∈ P with x < z, hence α τ1•σ1 (x) 3 = ∅. Because P is connected with #P ≥ 3, x is not an isolated point There must thus exist a y ∈ P with y < x, thus 001 = σ 1 (y), and we conclude 0001 ∈ α τ1•σ1 (x) 2 , hence
The proofs of (0011, ∅, {0111}) ∈ α τ2•σ2 (P ) (0011, {0001}, ∅) for all σ 2 ∈ S o (P, Λ 3 ) and of (0011, ∅, {0111}) ∈ α τ3•σ3 (P ) (0011, {0001}, ∅) for all σ 3 ∈ S o (P, N ) follow exactly the scheme of the proof for α τ1•σ1 (x). Each of the posets Q ∈ {V 3 , Λ 3 , N } occurs exactly once in the sequence V 3 , Λ 3 , N , and for each of them we have
The second example concerns the posets R = W and S = A 1 +N (2) shown in Figure 5 
The respective trivial distributors thus fulfill (14) . We now construct a distributor of N, N, W ∈ E c (R) to N (2) ∈ E c (S). In Figure 7 , homomorphisms τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ S o (N, N (2) ) and τ 3 ∈ S o (W, N (2) ) are shown together with their respective homomorphism α τj , j ∈ 3. All α τj are one-to-one, and all τ j fulfill (11) . Therefore, all τ j are distributing and fulfill the conditions of Lemma 6(a) according to Lemma 6(b) . Now it is the innermost points in E(N (2) ; 1000) and in E(N (2) ; 0001) in Figure  7 which make the difference: for every P ∈ P c , for all σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ S o (P, N ), and for all σ 3 ∈ S o (P, W ) (1000, ∅, {1101, 1011}) ∈ α τ1•σ1 (P ) (0001, ∅, {1101, 1011}) ,
Let P ∈ P c and σ 1 ∈ S o (P, N ). Because τ 1 fullfills the conditions of Lemma 6(a), there is no x ∈ P with α τ1•σ1 (x) = (1000, ∅, {1101, 1011}) (look at Figure  7 ). There exists an x ∈ σ 1 1 (101) and a y ∈ σ 1 1 (011), and there is a zigzag line z 0 , . . . , z L connecting x and y. We conclude that there is an ∈ L − 1 with σ 1 (z −1 ) = 101, σ 1 (z ) = 001, and σ 1 (z +1 ) = 011, hence α τ1•σ1 (z ) 3 = {1101, 1011}. Furthermore, 001 is a minimal point in N and σ 1 is strict. There is thus no a ∈ P with a < z , and α τ1•σ1 (z ) 2 = ∅ is shown.
The proof of the claim about α τ2•σ2 (P ) runs exactly the same way, and the claim about α τ3•σ3 (P ) is proven by applying the pattern of the second part of the proof for α τ1•σ1 (x) twice. 
40
Figure 7: Top:
) and α τ1 ∈ S(N, E(N (2) )). Middle:
) and α τ2 ∈ S(N, E(N (2) )). Bottom:
) and α τ3 ∈ S(W, E(N (2) )).
A construction method based on Corollary 4
70 Figure 8 : Three pairs of posets R i , S i with R i G S i .
In Figure 8 , three pairs of posets R, S are shown with R G S according to [5] . In all pairs, the poset R has the form P + Q and the poset S has the form A + T where A consists of a single point only. In this section we develop a construction method covering such pairs of posets; the key element in showing R G S will be Corollary 4.
The construction method works as shown in Figure 9 . Let P, Q be disjoint posets, and let A be convex in P . We select a convex subset B of Q with Q| B P | A , and implement P | X\A into Q by connecting it with B as it was connected with A in P . Denoting with T the poset resulting from this combination of 40 Figure 9 : Illustration of a method for the construction of posets R = P + Q and S = P | A + T with R G S. P | X\A and Q, we show P + Q G P | A + T in Theorem 3. (In Figure 8 , all R have the form C 2 + Q, and it is in all three cases one point of the C 2 -component of R which is implemented into Q whereas the remaining point forms the subset A.) The approach is formalized as follows:
Definition 10. In this section, we agree on the following:
• P = (X, ≤ P ) and Q = (Y, ≤ Q ) are disjoint finite posets.
• A ⊆ X is convex in P , B ⊆ Y is convex in Q, and β : P | A → Q| B is an isomorphism.
• W ≡ X \ A and O ≡ P | W ; the partial order relation of O is denoted by ≤ O .
• We define on V ≡ W ∪ Y a binary relation ≤ T by setting
The relations ≤ O , ≤ Q , ≤ d , and ≤ u are pairwise disjoint. We will see in Lemma 7 that T ≡ (V, ≤ T ) is a partial order. The subsets ≤ O and ≤ Q transfer the partial orders of O and Q to T , and the addition of ≤ d and ≤ u fixes O on B and makes ≤ T transitive. In the most simple case, A and B are antichains in P and Q, respectively, with #A = #B, as in Figure 8 .
The proof of the next lemma requires some technical work in which the following equivalences are tacitly applied: For every (v, w)
Lemma 7. ≤ T is a partial order on V . The pair T = (V, ≤ T ) is thus a poset.
Proof. Reflectivity: Trivial due to ≤ O ∪ ≤ Q ⊆ ≤ T .
Antisymmetry: Let v, w ∈ V with (v, w), (w, v) ∈ ≤ T .
• (v, w) ∈ ≤ O : Then v, w ∈ W , thus (w, v) ∈ ≤ O , and v = w follows.
• (v, w) ∈ ≤ Q : Proven as the case (v, w) ∈ ≤ O .
• (v, w) ∈ ≤ d : Then v ∈ Y, w ∈ W , hence (w, v) ∈ ≤ u . There exist thus a, b ∈ A with (a, w) ∈ ≤ P and v ∈ ↓ Q β(a) due to (v, w) ∈ ≤ d , (w, b) ∈ ≤ P and v ∈↑ Q β(b) due to (w, v) ∈ ≤ u .
But then a ≤ P w ≤ P b, thus w ∈ A, because A is convex. But this contradicts w ∈ W .
• (v, w) ∈ ≤ u : Proven as the case (v, w) ∈ ≤ d .
Transitivity: Let (v, w), (w, z) ∈ ≤ T .
• (v, w) ∈ ≤ O : Then we have w ∈ W , thus (w, z) ∈ ≤ O ∪ ≤ u .
In the case of (w, z) ∈ ≤ O , we have (v, z) ∈ ≤ O .
Let (w, z) ∈ ≤ u . There is an a ∈ A with (w, a) ∈ ≤ P and z ∈ ↑ Q β(a). According to our assumption, we have (v, w) ∈ ≤ O ⊆ ≤ P , which yields (v, a) ∈ ≤ P with z ∈ ↑ Q β(a). We conclude (v, z) ∈ ≤ u .
• (v, w) ∈ ≤ d : Then we have w ∈ W , thus (w, z) ∈ ≤ O ∪ ≤ u . Due to (v, w) ∈ ≤ d , there exists an a ∈ A with (a, w) ∈ ≤ P and v ∈↓ Q β(a).
In the case (w, z) ∈ ≤ O ⊆ ≤ P , we get (a, z) ∈ ≤ P , hence (v, z) ∈ ≤ d .
In the case (w, z) ∈ ≤ u , there exists a point b ∈ A with (w, b) ∈ ≤ P and z ∈↑ Q β(b). With (a, w) ∈ ≤ P , we conclude (a, b) ∈ ≤ P , thus (β(a), β(b)) ∈ ≤ Q . Now we get v ≤ Q β(a) ≤ Q β(b) ≤ Q z, thus (v, z) ∈≤ Q .
Theorem 3.
With the construction in Definition 10, P + Q G P | A + T .
Proof. With P ≡ T | W ∪B and Q ≡ T | Y , we have P P and Q = Q . (For P P , observe that for all a ∈ A, w ∈ W , (a, w) ∈ ≤ Q implies (β(a), w) ∈ ≤ d and (w, a) ∈ ≤ Q implies (w, β(a)) ∈ ≤ u . Furthermore, β : P | A → Q| B is an isomorphism.)
In the proof, we will use Corollary 4. With A ≡ P | A , we have thus to show E c (P + Q) ⊆ E c (A + T ) and # Emb(E, P + Q) ≤ # Emb(E, A + T ) for every E ∈ E c (P + Q). Because E c (P + Q) contains connected posets only, we get
Let E ∈ E c (P + Q). Assume that for ξ ∈ Emb(E, P ) and ζ ∈ Emb(E, Q ), we have ξ(x) = ζ(x) for all x ∈ E, i.e., ξ| V = ζ| V . Then ξ(E) = ξ(E) ∩ ζ(E) ⊆ (W ∪ B) ∩ Y = B, hence β −1 • ξ ∈ Emb(E, A ). With the sets F 1 ≡ ξ| V | ξ ∈ Emb(E, P ) ⊆ Emb(E, T ),
the mapping F 1 ∩ F 2 → Emb(E, A ), ξ → β −1 • ξ is thus well-defined and one-to-one. Because E is connected, we conclude # Emb(E, A + T ) = # Emb(E, A ) + # Emb(E, T ) ≥ # Emb(E, A ) + # (F 1 ∪ F 2 ) ≥ #F 1 + #F 2 = # Emb(E, P ) + # Emb(E, Q ) = # Emb(E, P + Q).
Now apply Corollary 4.
If A is an antichain in P , we achieve an even stronger result. With A ≡ P | A , let ψ : P → A + T be the embedding of P into T :
We have E(P + Q) = E(P ) + E(Q), E(A + T ) = E(A ) + E(T ), and E(A ) = {(a, ∅, ∅) | a ∈ A }. We define a mapping : E(P + Q) → E(A + T ) by (a) ≡ a, if a ∈ E(Q) ∪ E(A ); (ψ(a 1 ), ψ(a 2 ), ψ(a 3 )) , if a ∈ E(P ) \ E(A ).
Because A is an antichain in P , the mapping is a one-to-one homomorphism. A short calculation shows that fulfills all conditions of [5, Theorem 5] , and we conclude that there exists a strong I-scheme from P + Q to A + T . (A strong Ischeme is a strong G-scheme fulfilling an additional regularity condition; strong I-schemes are treated in [5] .)
